
Dear Harvest Partner,
As we begin a New Year with a new president there are some strange facts in history that we will try to cover. Elected in

1928 a republican president named Herbert Hoover took office in early 1929. The stock market crashed Oct. 24, 1929. He
had complete control over the House of Representatives and the Senate. And now 88 years later in 2016 Donald Trump was
elected president of the United States, also controlling the House and Senate. He will take office Jan. 20, 2017. At present
time the world is in a financial crisis with the U.S. debt of 20 trillion dollars. But far beyond that and much worse is the
unfunded liabilities of more than $100 trillion as well as a derivative market that is more than $1.5 quadrillion. We are in
one of the shakiest financial conditions, not only affecting the United States but the entire world. As I was writing this letter
there was a great opposition to the Trump presidency. They were trying to steal the presidency from Donald Trump. They
appear to have failed, As of Dec. 19th the electoral votes confirmed Trump as president, let us take a look at the future that
will affect the United States and the world on a major scale.

Now we will look at some prophecies that Neal Frisby wrote in 1967, these prophecies are not a matter of if, but of when!
“A future president will be elected that shows warmth towards religion and the poor. Most of the people will love him.
His deeds for the less fortunate and religion will move the people. His insight will look good. He will for a while be able
to work with our enemies better than past executives.” (No time in history will be like the events to come. We will continue
on this subject later.) Also in 1967 he wrote: EARTHQUAKE OF GREAT MAGNITUDE – “Several major quakes will rock
California’s coast. This will lead into a major catastrophic quake. Parts of California will float into the sea! Death rate
and property damage unbelievable.” Continuing… GREAT EARTHQUAKES, EXTREME WEATHER – “The Lord shows
me the earth axis is changing by his command. As earthquakes increase all over the world, California will receive many
severe quakes. Then afterwards San Francisco and Los Angeles will be destroyed as a major part of California slips into
the sea. Millions die as California becomes a feeding ground for sharks. Watch! Before this happens huge islands will
appear off our coast out of the sea as a sign of Christ soon return! – Weather will completely change also as the earth axis
turn mammoth hurricanes, floods, tornadoes. The climate will affect crops of the whole earth. In all this God is speaking
to man. He knows it but will not turn from pleasure.”

I have some future writings coming on the secret societies that have infiltrated into all facets of life as well as politics and
religion. They have a master plan to bring about one world religion and one world government. This secret society is
deeply involved with the Illuminati, the Masons, the Bilderbergers as well as the Order of the Jesuits. They have had a
grip upon the world’s financials and resources. Some call them the elite. They control all news and the entertainment world.
In the future we will go into what they do in the secret society. They are the most immoral and corrupt group of individuals
in high places. As we go into 2017 they will begin to be exposed for what they really are. But seemingly the world is so
unaware they will be caught off guard. – Luke 21:35 & 36 says, “For as a snare shall it come on all them that dwell on the
face of the whole earth. Watch ye therefore, and pray always, that ye may be accounted worthy to escape all these things
that shall come to pass, and to stand before the Son of man.” – Another prophecy from Neal Frisby’s library states: THE
DEVILS GREATEST HOAX – “The Lord shows me to trap many Pentecostals, satan devised a clever snare during this
Revival. During the outpouring many Catholics and Nominals came over among the wheat (true believer) and some
received the Holy Ghost, but others received nothing and are a counterfeit. Satan has to become just like the real thing in
order to deceive the foolish. They are part of and have fellowship among our Pentecostal Organizations today. The
counterfeit ones are what helps to persuade and convince many of the Pentecostal Leaders into joining the World
Protestant movement. More will pretend to be filled with the Spirit as satan leads them, but satan will not fool the Wise.
Although tongues are for a sign, and wonderful the Wise won’t go for tongues alone, but every Word that proceedeth
from the mouth of God – Amen! Satan does this to convince them to go into the Confederation, but the Bride will not be
deceived. “THUS SAITH THE LORD!” God’s Bride Revival will be outside the Confederation. In the name of the Lord
Jesus Christ, I speak this.” Ps. 46:10, “Be still and know that I am God.” End quote. In future letters coming we will
mention about the economy and economic crisis, I will also write on three possible ways that the world will go. “In an hour
ye think not!” One special note, Rev. 6:2, the white horse rider is now riding across the world deceiving one and all.
More on this later.

This month I am releasing a book called “Prophetic – Birth Pains and Signs” and also a DVD, “The Perfect Hiding
Place.” To start the year off we have some new programs. There will be some new books that have never been released as
well as expanding the ministry into the French language. It's hard to express how important this very end time work is and I
will need your help as never before. God’s blessings will certainly be with you and guide you as we await His soon return!

Your Brother in Christ,
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All three CD’s ($15.00 donation) DVD release: “The Perfect Hiding Place”
“The Calling of Time!” (Pyramid Message) Also available: “A Dynamic God in Creation”
“Gideon” ($20.00 donation each)
“Perfection in Prayer”


